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Abstract—Game-based learning environments can deliver robust learning gains and also have a unique capacity to engage students. Yet they can unintentionally disadvantage students with less prior gaming experience. This is especially concerning in computer science education, as certain underrepresented groups (such as female students) may on average have less prior experience with games. This paper presents evidence that a collaborative gameplay approach can successfully address this problem at the middle school level. In an iterative, designed-based research study, we first used an experimental pilot study to investigate the nature of collaboration in the ENGAGE game-based learning environment, and then deployed ENGAGE in a full classroom study to measure its effectiveness at serving all students. In earlier phases of the intervention, male students outpaced their female peers in learning gains. However, female students caught up during a multi-week classroom implementation. These findings provide evidence that a collaborative gameplay approach may, over time, compensate for gender differences in experience and lead to equitable learning experiences within game-based learning environments for computer science education.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computing education has become a focus of attention among both policymakers and researchers. Even as computing skills become increasingly integral to 21st century jobs, computer science is studied by only a fraction of students in the United States, and this fraction is typically not diverse. To address the national need for a computationally skilled workforce, rigorous computer science learning must go hand in hand with increased participation of students from underrepresented groups [1]. Accordingly, the computer science education research community has identified the critical need to create a classroom climate that fosters student learning and retention for these diverse learners [2]. At the K-12 level, many current initiatives in the United States seek to broaden participation in computing, including the development of innovative pre-college curricula such as Exploring Computer Science [3] and the AP Computer Science Principles course [4]. Fundamental to these initiatives is the mission to engage students who are historically underrepresented in computer science, and also to support learning in a measurable way. An increasingly central element that pervades these curricular innovations is collaborative learning, in which students work together to solve problems [5], [6].

Evidence suggests that collaborative learning provides many benefits for computer science learners, including improved performance and lower attrition [7], particularly for women [8]–[10], fewer “stuck” moments while problem solving [11], earlier application of critical thinking [12], and the ability to solve problems that may have been just beyond the reach of the students individually [13], [14]. Collaboration has become a central and highly valued skill for the 21st century [15], so much so that efforts are underway to develop collaboration assessment frameworks as part of the CS Principles AP course and within a multi-national K-12 assessment program [16].

Our research team has embarked on a middle school initiative in which we have integrated the benefits of collaborative learning with the engaging nature of game-based learning environments. We hope to leverage the benefits of these two strategies to spark interest in computing and also lead to significant learning gains. Over the past three years, we have developed ENGAGE, an immersive game-based learning environment that adapts learning objectives from the AP CS Principles course [4] for the middle school level. In the game, students take on the role of computer scientists as they develop computational thinking skills [17] while solving a socially relevant mystery. We have iteratively held a series of classroom studies of the game in multiple middle schools with diverse student populations, leading to refinements of both the game and the way we deploy the game. Students now choose partners at the beginning of the intervention and then play the game in pairs over the course of several weeks.

This paper describes the ENGAGE project’s strategy for improving gender diversity in computer science activities through collaborative learning in a game-based environment, as well as results establishing the effectiveness of that strategy for supporting learning. First Section II provides some related work. Section III describes a pilot study conducted with two conditions: paired gameplay and single-player gameplay. The results of that pilot study suggested a paired gameplay approach has merit for supporting learning, particularly for
female students. We thus proceeded with the paired gameplay approach in a full classroom study of ENGAGE, occurring over eight weeks in the context of a middle school science elective. Section IV describes the learning gains found during that study, with particular attention paid to differences based on gender. The results show the promise of integrating paired gameplay with game-based learning environments to support computer science learning at the middle school level.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Middle School Computer Science

Recently, the computing education research community has placed an increasing emphasis on computer science in middle school. Curriculum frameworks by the Computer Science Teachers’ Association and interventions by groups such as Code.org have reached millions of students, contributing to the significant momentum. We are beginning to see longitudinal studies of K-12 students’ computing attitudes and self-efficacy [18], as well as emerging design-based research to examine how well a visual programming-based curriculum prepares students for later text-based programming [19]. These research projects join a landscape of increasingly diverse computer science interventions. For example, a recent project has combined jewelry design with 3D printing to teach students about technology and programming [20], while another project has built an intervention that engages children, together with their grandparents, in classroom activities [21].

Because of the widely recognized need to build students’ computational thinking skills, a number of computer-based learning environments have emerged. Middle school programs have utilized Scratch programming extensively [22], [23] and emphasized reaching students with disabilities [24], urban youth [25], and underrepresented groups [26]. Alice 3D has been used to integrate computing within the context of a wide variety of subjects such as math, science, and language arts [27], and to help students understand what their future careers in computing might look like [28]. A community of practice for middle school and high school teachers has also emerged around teaching introductory computing with Alice [29].

Emerging work is focusing on building a language and development environment, LaPlaya, tailored for early middle school and upper elementary school [30], as well as integrating computational thinking into middle school science with CTSiM [31].

B. Collaborative Learning in CS

Collaborative learning has also been an area of focus in computing education research, most notably in the form of pair programming [32]. Pair programming has been studied with younger learners, and compared to other forms of collaborative learning [33]. Ongoing efforts to develop formal assessments of computational thinking at this level have solidified claims that pair programming has great potential benefits for middle school students [34]. When compared to non-collaborative learning environments, pair programming can have a particularly positive impact on girls’ enjoyment and perception of learning [35] and can improve Latina students’ perceptions of computer science and aid in developing their identities as computer scientists [36]. However, recent work highlights the potential negative impact of unbalanced collaboration, in which one partner dominates the learning task, leading to inequitable learning experiences [37]. Understanding the nuances of how collaboration affects student learning still stands as a critical open research question.

Another specific area for the study of collaboration in computer science education is game-based learning. The combined benefits of collaborative learning and educational games may lead to increased learning and student engagement in computer science courses [38], [39]. Games that support multiple players may also lead to a more diverse and sustainable learning experience [40]. This paper builds on this research to examine learning gains in a collaborative game-based learning environment that students play over a sustained period of time. The evidence indicates that this fusion of collaboration and game-based learning led to equitable learning gains, regardless of a student’s gender or prior experience with similar gaming environments.

C. Game-based Learning

Game-based learning in general has been widely utilized for computer science education. Moreover, a growing body of evidence is emerging that suggests game-based learning environments hold great promise for middle school students in particular [41], [42]. Recent syntheses of the game-based learning literature have found that games can indeed yield positive learning outcomes across a range of subjects and settings [43]. A recent pair of meta-analyses have independently concluded that, in general, digital game technologies are often found to be more effective than traditional instructional methods in terms of cognitive outcomes, such as learning and retention [44], [45]. The game-based learning community has expanded efforts to conduct empirical game-based learning studies over the past several years. For example, a series of studies with the River City game-based learning environment found that students demonstrate positive learning gains and increased inquiry behaviors [46]. Quest Atlantis, a popular multi-user virtual environment has been the subject of several quasi-experimental studies, which revealed significant student learning gains [47], as well as substantial motivational benefits [48] compared to baseline conditions. Studies such as these have begun critical progress toward establishing an empirical account of the effectiveness and design of game-based learning environments.

III. PILOT STUDY: SINGLE-PLAYER VS. PAIRED GAMEPLAY

As part of our user-centered development, we conducted an exploratory study in which middle school students played the introductory level of ENGAGE [49]. As noted above, ENGAGE is a game-based learning environment for teaching computational thinking to middle school students. Students take on the role of a computer scientist sent to an underwater research station to solve a socially relevant mystery. To accomplish their goals in the game, students write programs for various devices to help their avatars advance through the three-dimensional game environment. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of ENGAGE from the segment of the game that students played during this pilot.
study. The study took place over one week in the spring of 2014, with each student participating in two hour-long sessions on separate days. Students participated during the school day as part of a regularly scheduled class, and were randomly assigned to play the game either individually or collaboratively in pairs.

We designed this pilot study to investigate the impact of collaborative paired gameplay on student outcomes and experiences. As we do throughout this paper, we focus here particularly on cognitive outcomes. While our project team is keenly interested in all aspects of student learning in the game (such as affective outcomes and computer science attitudes), space does not allow for a full discussion of all those results. Instead, this paper reports on students’ use of computational thinking, which we assessed through field observations, survey responses, and an early version of our knowledge assessment instrument. We also used the pilot study to refine this instrument, which ultimately became our primary tool for measuring the learning gains of students in full studies of ENGAGE [50]. For the full classroom study described in Section IV, we used the more refined version of the instrument to track students’ learning throughout a multi-week intervention. In this current section, we discuss the findings of the pilot study that informed the design of that full classroom study.

A. Participants

For the pilot, we worked with two seventh grade middle school teachers and their classrooms from an urban middle school. After consent and assent was obtained, 28 seventh grade students were randomly assigned to either the paired (N = 14) or unpaired condition (N = 14), and then played the ENGAGE game across the span of two separate gameplay days. Of the 28 students, 26 completed a post-survey on engagement (two students assigned to the paired condition arrived very late, and did not have time to finish the game or post-survey).

By conducting the pilot study during the normal school day hours and asking all students in the two classes to participate, we expected to achieve a more representative subject pool than a self-selecting, after-school study might provide. This strategy proved successful, as the participants included 14 female students and 14 male students. The demographic composition was 7 African-American students, 7 white students, 6 Latino students, 2 multiracial students and 1 Asian student, (with 5 unknown). Using a survey item that asked, “Have you ever done any activities that involve computer science or computer programming?”, we classified 11 students as having prior programming experience and 12 students as not having prior programming experience. Using a survey item that asked, “How often a week do you play computer or video games?”, we classified 12 students as frequent video game players (those who responded to the item with “daily” or “almost daily”), and 14 students as less frequent video game players.

B. Task

Once the students had been randomly assigned to their workstations, we had them log onto laptop computers and each individually complete the early version of the knowledge assessment. The version administered for this study consisted of 6 multiple-choice questions on programming concepts we expect students to master in the specific segment of game played in this study and took about 5 minutes to complete. Students in the single player condition were allowed to begin the game immediately upon completion of this assessment. For students in the paired player condition, we waited until both students in a partnership had completed the assessment, and then briefly gave them instructions on how paired gameplay can work before having them start the game.

When played by two people, the game allows each player to select an avatar to represent him or herself. Only one avatar is visible in the game environment at any given time, switching at predefined intervals. We encouraged students to alternate who controlled character movement based on which avatar was visible. In effect, we encouraged a style of gameplay similar to pair programming, in which students alternate between being the driver (at the keyboard) and being the navigator (advising the driver). While we did notice some alternative approaches to pair gameplay among students in other grades, the seventh graders in this study all seemed comfortable adhering to this style.

As mentioned above, the study was designed for two hour-long sessions on separate days. No student in either condition finished the game during the first session, so they all had to stop mid-game and resume two days later. During the second session, students completed the segment of game used in the study. Upon completion, they then took the knowledge assessment again, followed by a survey on their game experience, including items addressing specific game strategies that they may have used while playing.

C. Results

We captured a rich, multifaceted corpus of data, including survey data, field observations, and learning gains derived from the knowledge assessment. This paper focuses on using the data to assess computational thinking. The following subsections include survey data that indicate gender differences were found in the computational thinking strategies used by students during this segment of gameplay, observational data that reveal some of the benefits of paired gameplay (along with some caveats), and knowledge assessment data that highlight areas of concern for
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1 Some of the descriptions that students gave of prior programming experience were ambiguous, making it difficult to classify all students.
collaborative gameplay interventions. In total, the results show that female students in general may initially have been disadvantaged due to less prior gaming experience, but that a collaborative gameplay approach has benefits that could help mitigate this inequity if deployed with careful forethought.

1) Survey Data

After completing the gameplay session, students completed a survey that included several items concerning their reaction to the game, as well as items on their prior relevant computing experiences and their demographic information. In analyzing the data, we looked for differences in game strategies used by students playing the game. In our observations, certain strategies seemed especially beneficial to students as they used their computational thinking skills to progress through the game environment. Collaboration might lead to wider use of these useful tactics, as students share their “best practices”. Without collaboration, students with less gaming experience seem to be at a disadvantage, as results show them to be less likely to take advantage of these strategies.

One survey item in particular illustrates this challenge, an item we refer to as Test Platform. This item asked student participants to respond to the following question on a 5-point Likert scale: “How often within the game did you test the program for the moving platform without being on the platform?” This item refers to certain locations in the game where students needed to program a moving platform device, which (if programmed correctly) can transport the player’s avatar to a desired location. If the player is standing on the moving platform and the platform crashes into an object (i.e. the program was flawed), the player will fall off and be forced to repeat some prior gameplay. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of this happening to a player. This can be frustrating, but it is often avoidable. The beneficial strategy here, Test Platform, is when a player runs the program for the moving platform before getting on it. In this case, the player does not risk falling off the platform if it crashes.

The results show that female students used the Test Platform strategy less often than male students. Whereas male students responded to the 5-point Likert scale item on this strategy with a 3.54 (SD = 1.450), female students responded with an average 2.21 (SD = 1.251). A one-way ANOVA found this to be statistically significant (F(1, 26) = 6.482, p < .05). Although we can view the Test Platform strategy as an example of computational thinking, it is interesting to note that no significant differences were found between students who reported having had previous programming experience and those students who reported none.

However, while prior programming experience may not have had an influence on how often students used the Test Platform strategy, prior gaming experience did. Students who reported playing video games “daily” or “almost daily” responded to the item on this strategy with a 3.58 (SD = 1.621), while those with less frequent video game experience responded with an average 2.27 (SD = 1.100). A statistically significant difference was also found between these two groups (F(1, 26) = 6.302, p < .05). It must be noted that female students reported a lower amount of weekly video game experience, responding with an average 3.21 on a 5-point Likert scale, compared to an average for male students of 4.0. A one-way ANOVA found this to be statistically significant (F(1, 26) = 5.667, p < .05).

Taken together, these preliminary results show how students’ prior experiences inform the actions that they take within a game-based learning environment. If playing alone, a student might eventually discover these strategies over time, but she will be much more likely to do so if collaborating with other students with diverse prior experiences. We can thus take inspiration from the software engineering practice of pair programming, which leads to the “diffusion of innovation” among software developers [51].

2) Observational Data

The field observations support this claim that students can gain significant benefits when playing collaboratively with a partner. Overall, observations of students’ interactions within the game indicated that students from both conditions had an enjoyable experience. Students’ postgame comments echoed this sentiment. From a paired team member: “I think that this game was awesome and that I had fun playing with my partner”, and from a single player: “I had lots of fun playing it by myself”. The classroom teachers, who were in attendance for the entire duration and played the game themselves, commented that the students seemed particularly focused compared to a typical day.

Throughout the overall gaming experience, observations revealed advantages for paired gameplay versus single gameplay. For example, a given student might use her teammate as a “sounding board”, or her teammate might provide suggestions for what to try next or reasoning about what was happening within the game. One student put it succinctly: “I enjoyed working with my partner because he helped me when I was trying to figure the game out”. Additionally, in cases where one member of a pair was having great difficulty with character navigation (likely due in part to lack of gaming experience), her partner could take over during
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Fig. 2. When an error in a program causes the moving platform to crash, the player’s avatar will fall off (if it is currently riding the platform)
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2 A similar proportion of male and female students reported having previous programming experience.
those times when character navigation was particularly tricky. Finally, students playing in pairs had the potential to receive superior affective support from their partners. If one student started feeling frustrated or discouraged, her partner could reviv her spirits through the social collaboration.

We also paid close attention to potential disadvantages, however. While the single player students did not have the advantage of a peer who could provide encouragement and support, they also did not have anyone criticizing their actions. While most instances were in jest, there was some element of cross-partner frustration. Because the pairing of students was random, it is unsurprising to see some partnerships led to more successful interactions than other partnerships. In later classroom implementations of Engage (such as the one described in Section IV), we allowed students to choose partners rather than use random pairing.

3) Knowledge Assessment Data

Considering the benefits mentioned above of collaboration, we hoped to see superior learning gains from those students who play the game in pairs. At the time, we were still developing our knowledge assessment [50], which students took before and after playing the game. Because the instrument had not been fully validated at this point, we must interpret the score results (which were similar for both conditions) conservatively. An examination of the results from individual questions, however, can provide specific insight into how well the students mastered certain concepts we hoped them to learn. In particular, we were interested in how well the students mastered the concept of broadcasting, since field observations revealed that many students found the introduction of this concept in the game to be particularly challenging.

The knowledge assessment addressed this concept in Question 6. In the single player condition, every student answered Question 6 correctly. In the paired player condition, however, only 8 out of 14 students answered it correctly. This illustrates one of the potential pitfalls of the paired gameplay approach from a pedagogical point of view, an issue of equity that has been seen in other K-12 computer science studies that emphasize collaborative learning [37]. While having students play in pairs may better engage them with the cognitive challenges of the game, it also sets up the possibility that a stronger partner can advance the pair through a challenge without the weaker partner understanding how the challenge got solved. Of the seven partnerships, this problem seemed to manifest in four, as evidenced by one of the partners answering Question 6 correctly and the other answering it incorrectly. Addressing this drawback is a major open question for designing game-based learning environments that support paired gameplay. As the next section describes, however, this negative consequence may decline over time in longer-term collaborative gameplay interventions.

IV. Full Study: Learning Gains among Students Playing in Pairs

Having revised the game-based learning environment and the knowledge assessment instrument following the results of that pilot study, we then conducted a full study of Engage within two urban middle schools in Raleigh, NC in the fall of 2014. Contrary to the pilot study, which we had conducted in a controlled environment, we deployed this full study in the context of a quarterly science elective. At each school, a cohort of students attended the elective five days a week during their regular school day. One of the school’s full-time teachers taught the elective, with members of our research team attending the gameplay session to provide support and record field observations. Over the course of the quarter (approximately 2 months), several class sessions a week were given for students to interact in the game-based learning environment.

Each student chose a partner on the first day and then collaboratively played the game with that same partner throughout the quarter. This paired gameplay model was motivated by the results from the pilot study, and also by logistical concerns. Because of limited technology in the computer labs of the two schools (a common issue in under-resourced schools), it would have been infeasible to have every student play the game individually on separate computers. The paired gameplay model thus allows deployment of the game-based learning environment with half as many working computers as there are students in a given class.

A. Participants

This section reports on the 48 students who played the game in pairs during Quarter 1 of the elective (and gave consent for their data to be used). Of these students, 26 were male and 22 were female. The demographic composition was 21 White students, 13 Asian students, 8 African-American students, 2 Latino students, 1 Middle Eastern student, and 3 other. On the survey item asking about prior computer programming experience, we classified 11 students as having prior programming experience and 29 students as not having prior programming experience. On the survey item asking how often they play computer or video games, 21 students responded “every day” or “almost every day”, while the remaining 27 students responded “occasionally” or “almost never”.

B. Task

During the first week of Quarter 1, before the initial introduction of the game-based learning environment, students completed the refined version of the knowledge assessment instrument. We used this as a pretest to measure their incoming computational thinking skills. The full test consisted of 23 items that covered the entire gameplay, which is distributed over three distinct game levels. However, since only the first two game levels were deployed for this study (Level Three was still in development), we will report only on the 15 items aligned with the first two game levels.

Students then played the game in pairs during the class sessions scheduled for gameplay (roughly every other day was reserved for gameplay, with the interceding days full of complementary science activities). When a pair finished Level One of Engage (which occurred after three to five gameplay sessions, on average), both partners individually completed an interim posttest. This interim posttest included the items on
the knowledge assessment that we expected students to learn while playing Level One.

Upon completion of that test, the pair would then resume gameplay in Level Two. This level, which is both longer and demands more complex computational thinking, took students approximately 7 to 10 additional gameplay sessions. After a pair finished this level, they completed the full knowledge assessment instrument as a posttest. For the purpose of this paper, we break down the knowledge assessment into “Level One content” and “Level Two content”, depending on where in the game we expected students to learn the concept targeted by an individual assessment item. There are four items that assess concepts introduced in Level One, and 11 items assessing concepts from Level Two.

C. Results

1) Investigation of Learning Gains for Underrepresented Students.

The computational thinking knowledge assessment addresses our need to evaluate how well the game-based learning environment serves all students. By administering it as a pretest, we were able to assess the extent to which students already had these targeted computational thinking skills. We expected that some students would enter with more knowledge than others. Indeed, even at the middle school level, students may have widely varying exposure to computer science. Moreover, we hypothesized that students traditionally underrepresented in computer science would score lower on the pretest than their peers. This paper is focused on underrepresentation based on gender, as well as whether there are differences based on students’ prior programming or gaming experiences. Table 3 illustrates the differences we found along these three metrics. Overall, students scored an average of .458 (SD = .219) on the pretest (a perfect score would be 1.0), but significant differences were found between female students and male students.

To better understand the difference in pretest scores between male and female students, we ran a One-Way ANOVA in SPSS and the results showed a statistically significant difference (F(1,43) = 4.486, p < .05). The disparity was even greater between students based on their prior experience with programming (F(1,39) = 10.456, p < .01) and video games (F(1,43) = 7.952, p < .01). Thus, just as we had found during the pilot study that frequent video game experience correlated with more frequent use of the beneficial Test Platform strategy, our assessment instrument revealed a similar disparity in pre-knowledge of computational thinking concepts.

Having established that underrepresented students did indeed enter with less knowledge than their peers, we next compared pretest scores with posttest scores to examine learning progressions of students. As mentioned above, we also administered an interim posttest after students completed Level One of the game to measure the extent to which student had mastered those concepts early on. Table II shows the average scores for female and male students on each of these tests, broken down by level.

The results indicate that, while female students demonstrated less knowledge early on, they made great gains as they progressed in the game. A one-way ANOVA found the difference between genders on the Interim Posttest for Level One to be statistically significant (F(1,39) = 7.735, p < .01). The difference between genders on the pretest of Level Two content was also statistically significant (F(1,39) = 5.193, p < .05). Thus, at this early stage of the gameplay, we do not see the gender gap closing. Indeed, the normalized learning gain here is disheartening. We calculated learning gain as (Post – Pre)/(1 – Pre). When using the Interim posttest, this calculation showed the male students as having a higher learning gain (.387 for males, compared to .110 for females). A one-way ANOVA found this to be statistically significant (F(1, 39) = 5.684, p < .05).

Yet the longer students interacted in the game-based learning environment, the less these differences manifested themselves. On the posttest, no statistical differences were found between male and female students, as female students’ greater learning gains leveled the playing field. Indeed, female students mastered the Level One concepts as they saw them and applied them more often during Level Two, and this did not take away from their learning of the Level Two concepts. Here we see the importance of persistence. We propose that the collaborative nature of the gameplay better enabled this persistence.

<p>| TABLE I. COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL THINKING KNOWLEDGE AT MULTIPLE STAGES |
|-------------------------------------------------|---------------------|---------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Female (n = 19)</th>
<th>Male (n = 21)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest (Level One content)</td>
<td>.51 (SD = .282)</td>
<td>.58 (SD = .266)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim Posttest</td>
<td>.434 (SD = .261)</td>
<td>.691 (SD = .315)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest (Level One content)</td>
<td>.645 (SD = .268)</td>
<td>.726 (SD = .315)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest (Level Two content)</td>
<td>.36 (SD = .183)</td>
<td>.53 (SD = .261)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest (Level Two content)</td>
<td>.63 (SD = .246)</td>
<td>.70 (SD = .212)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To examine this further, we ran a One-Way ANOVA on gender and prior programming experience, as well as frequent video game experience. The results indicated that gender was a significant factor, with female students scoring statistically significantly higher (.701) than male students (.569). The results also indicated that prior programming experience was a significant factor, with students who reported having prior experience scoring higher (.739) than those who did not (.553). Frequent video game experience was also a significant factor, with students who reported playing video games regularly scoring higher (.691) than those who did not (.517). These results are consistent with our expectations, as we hypothesized that students with prior programming experience and video game experience would score higher on the pretest.

<p>| TABLE II. COMPARISON OF SCORES ON PRETEST |
|------------------------------------------|-------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance on Pretest</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>.383 (SD = .188)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>.517 (SD = .227)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p&lt;.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Programming Experience?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>.42 (SD = .152)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>.63 (SD = .243)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p&lt;.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequent Video Game Experience?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>.385 (SD = .187)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>.558 (SD = .225)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p&lt;.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>.458 (SD = .219)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Future work should investigate how the combination of educational games and collaboration affects students of other underrepresented groups. Although we had a diverse pool of student participants, this paper has not examined differences based on race or ethnicity, for example. To do so presents significant challenges, but it is crucial for our understanding of how to create game-based learning environments that are equitable for all learners. Additionally, future work should also look at collaboration in games at a finer granularity by looking at game-trace data and multimodal data. This will provide better insight into the nature of collaboration and what collaborative strategies lead to equitable learning gains for both partners in a paired gameplay scenario. Finally, future work should explore how pedagogical agents can be integrated into human-human collaboration within virtual learning environments in order to even more fully support a diverse range of learners with different needs.
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